Case Study: Hill Country
Pain & Associates
Laura Paredez, Director of Business Services, has worked for
Hill Country Pain Associates (HCPA) for nearly two decades. Her
primary responsibility with HCPA is to manage the day-to-day
operations and activities, and to ensure that the business is run
financially sound.

PARTNER PROFILE:

25+ full-time
Employees;

1 part-time
Employee

As the Director of Business Services, Laura oversees all matters
from vendor management to payroll administration. With a practice
of 27 full-time employees and one part-time employee, HCPA brings
with it its own set of employee considerations, of which by no means
falls short of HR-related inquiries.

Medical
Industry

Mature
Business

As a client of SWBC PEO for nearly seven years, Laura has truly
mastered the art of partnership and collaboration with her “off-site” HR
partners, SWBC PEO. In doing so, it’s given Laura the time and focus she
needs to create a positive experience for her employees and patients.

OBJECTIVES

SUCCESSES

Offer a robust benefits package
Extend the HR Department
Manage remote employees’ timekeeping
Retain their employees

Provided a robust benefits package from notable
insurance provider
Gained access to SWBC PEO’s 45+ industry experts
Received a custom timekeeping system that
accounted for hours, mileage, and expenses
Combined ancillary benefits with one provider

LAURA PAREDEZ—DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS SERVICES, HILL COUNTRY PAIN
ASSOCIATES
Laura Paredez’s days are often filled with organized chaos. From managing the front office
activities of Hill Country Pain Associates to fielding employee questions, the minutes fly
by—often leaving Laura with a mountain of paperwork and diminishing time to complete.

Relieving pain. Restoring Hope.

As a tenured employee of HCPA, Laura has seen her fair share of HR-related concerns, and
the time it takes to resolve what, on-the-surface, seems like a simple inquiry still amazes her.
Laura, knowing that she didn’t go into the director role to act as an HR professional, quickly
reaped the benefits of partnering with an outside vendor, SWBC PEO, to handle all things HR.
Doing so, allowed Laura to better focus her time and energy on other operation-related tasks.

TAKING CARE OF EMPLOYEES | OFFERING ROBUST BENEFITS
HCPA takes a serious interest in enriching the lives of their employees.
Partnering with SWBC PEO allowed HCPA to leverage great benefits
at a great price because of the negotiating power that SWBC can
deploy. In a practice of <30 employees, HCPA lacked the buying
power that other larger companies have. Insurance benefit options
can remain somewhat limited for a business of that size and often
the “big insurance players” aren’t even among consideration due
to the elevated cost for coverage.
Like many other businesses, HCPA has a diverse employee pool—
from women of child-bearing age to aging individuals with potential
health concerns. It was absolutely critical that HCPA find valuable
insurance choices that provided comprehensive benefits across
their employee base. Working with SWBC PEO allowed HCPA to
offer their employees a notable, reputable insurance provider
that they feel they otherwise wouldn’t have been able to offer
had they gone at it without the partnership. SWBC PEO is
able to leverage their buying power (after all, they represent
10,000+ employees across all their client base) when
insurance shopping for their clients to bring more options
for consideration.
In turn, clients like HCPA are able to proudly offer a wide
range of benefits to their employee base—and that’s a
huge differentiator when it comes to retaining employees
in a competitive industry. “The level of benefits that SWBC
offers us is amazing; we’d never be able to replicate those
offerings on our own,” reported Laura.
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A COMPREHENSIVE HR SOLUTION | ALL-IN-ONE HR WORKFLOW
HCPA previously worked with a PEO provider that only performed payroll processing. At
that time, HCPA didn’t see the need for requiring their PEO to offer anything more. As the
practice began to expand, HCPA quickly discovered that they needed a partner that could
offer a more comprehensive HR administration solution.
Today, SWBC PEO provides payroll processing, employee benefits administration, workers’
compensation coverage, and support for all other HR-related activities. Expanding HCPA’s
suite of products to include ancillary products not only provided HCPA employees with a
better human resources experience, it streamlined HCPA’s vendor management process and
back-office operations. Rather than managing multiple vendor relationships, SWBC PEO made
it easy by taking on all HR functions, and essentially gave HCPA one proverbial neck to choke.
Recruiting and retaining a talented workforce was an area that seemed to drain HCPA’s
resources prior to the partnership with SWBC PEO. Today, HCPA benefits from a partner that
helps them find employees, screen them (with background checks), and onboard them when
hired. HCPA has been able to shift a number of new employee-related activities to SWBC PEO—
from gathering and completing to employment paperwork to creating comprehensive, compliant
employee handbooks.

AN OUTSOURCED HR TEAM | AN EXTENSION OF THE TEAM
Perhaps one of the greatest benefits noted by Laura when
working with SWBC PEO is the partnership that came
standard. The SWBC PEO team and their 45+ industry
experts quickly became an extension of the HCPA team.
Laura and her team communicate daily via email and phone
with SWBC PEO to resolve HR inquiries. And, with a strong
army of HR experts at SWBC PEO, Laura never has to
worry about her service suffering due to HR representative
absenteeism. If and when HCPA’s dedicated account
manager at SWBC PEO is out of the office, there are 44+
experts ready to step in and serve. That speaks volumes for
business continuity.
When Laura was contemplating outsourcing HR to a vendor
(or hiring internally), she went through a systematic pros
and cons exercise. One of Laura’s recurring concerns
always came back to efficiencies and cost. If she had to hire
someone to do all that SWBC PEO does for HCPA, she’d
be lucky to get by with one staff hire dedicated to these
functions. (At a practice the size of HCPA, having only one

HR representative handle all these things is a tall order.) But,
now compound that concern with the fact that she’d only
have one employee in the HR position, Laura’s comparison
of her options quickly pointed out the obvious: working with
SWBC PEO was not only a bargain in comparison, but a
headache relief for now and the future state of the business
because their model offered something that a one-man HR
department couldn’t—scalability. And, if Laura, personally,
took on the responsibilities, it would easily occupy at least
30% of her daily schedule—one that is already jam packed
with deadline-driven obligations.
“What’s so refreshing when working with SWBC PEO is the
familiarity I get when working with my reps; I know who is
going to answer when I call. We’re on a first-name basis
with the team at SWBC PEO and never routed to a call
center,” said Laura when reflecting on the partnership with
SWBC PEO. “I get to talk with someone that truly knows my
business and all the intricacies of how it is run.”
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It’s near impossible to
wrap my arms around
changing employment
law; one misstep could
leave the practice at
a significant risk. With
SWBC PEO, I don’t have
to worry about that. They
ensure we’re compliant
and keep me in the know.
Laura Paredez
Director of Business Services, Hill
Country Pain Associates
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TIME BACK IS AN INVALUABLE COMMODITY |
REMOVING MANUAL PROCESSES
It cannot be overstated. Time is money. And, more time
performing manual tasks means more time away from
creating positive experience for employees and patients.
HCPA, like many other businesses today, has an employee
base mixed with traditional in-office employees and
remote employees. This was a significant consideration
when HCPA sought out payroll providers—that they be
able to accommodate employees that don’t work in a
traditional setting with the accessibility to “clock in” via a
traditional, physical time clock.
With one main office and two satellite offices, HCPA
employees often travel between satellite locations. In
doing so, they need means to clock in and out, account
for mileage reimbursement, and report expenses. SWBC
PEO provided HCPA with a customized technology
solution to meet the needs of all their employees and their
various considerations. In the absence of this solution,
the entire payroll exercise would be a manual process—
which equates to more personnel and more time spent
on routine payroll activities. Working with SWBC PEO
provided a scalable solution and saved HCPA the expense
of hiring internal staff to take on the payroll responsibility.

To learn more about how SWBC PEO can
help your business secure robust employee
benefits, visit swbc.com/peo-services or call
866.SWBC.PEO.

